Dear Mitchell College Student,

Thank you for extending your time with us and taking advantage of May and/or June MiniMester at Mitchell College!

COVID-19 protocols remain in place during this time.

Please note the following:

**Resident Students**
- **If you are living in a residence hall for May MiniMester**, and have stayed on campus for the interim period between Session II and May MiniMester, continue to follow the protocols for weekly testing in Market Café.
- **If you will be returning to live on campus for May or June MiniMester**, submit a negative SARSCOV2 viral PCR test result, taken within 72 hours prior to you being on campus, to the CoVerified app or covidresults@mitchell.edu. Following your return to campus, schedule weekly testing at Market Café. For testing details, go to mitchell.edu/adjusting-our-sails/.

**Commuter Students**
- **Submit a negative SARSCOV2 viral PCR test result**, taken within 72 hours prior to you being on campus, to the Co Verified app or covidresults@mitchell.edu, then schedule and follow the protocols for weekly testing in Market Café. For testing details, go to mitchell.edu/adjusting-our-sails/.

**All Students**
- If you tested positive for COVID-19 within the last 90 days, you do not have to submit a test but should submit your positive test result to covidresults@mitchell.edu. On day 91, you would be required to submit weekly testing.
- **Self-report your temperature and symptoms daily**, using the CoVerified health tracker application.
- If you have any questions about testing, please email covidresults@mitchell.edu.

Remember to follow all signage on campus, with reminders to:

For additional information about campus operations during Minimesters, visit mitchell.edu/adjusting-our-sails/.

mitchell.edu/minimesters